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The Garden of Eden Redux

‘And the LORD God made all kinds of trees grow out of the ground – trees that were pleasing to the eye and good 

for food.’  - Genesis 2:9

‘And the LORD God commanded the man, “You are free to eat from any tree in the garden…’  - Genesis 2:16

Adam and Eve did not have to go far for sustenance, for everything was aplenty in the ‘Garden of Eden’, where 

every type of tree, pleasing to the eye and good for food was planted. The desire for fresh healthy food has been 

in existence since time immemorial. Refrigeration and rapid transport systems have, to a certain extent, made 

time and distance an irrelevance. Processing, packaging, transportation and storage account for 80% of the energy 

used to place food on the kitchen table. Produce in the United States travels an average of 1300 to 2000 miles from 

farmer to consumer. A new breed of individual, the citizen farmer, harvesting crops from the concrete jungle, will 

cut unnecessary carbon emissions in a single stroke, while providing ready access to nutritional, seasonal and 

flavoursome produce. There will be no second, third and fourth parties responsible for the commodification, giving 

a new meaning to hand to mouth existence.

Today, the enduring arcadian dream of green space and growing food for oneself can be found in the Russian dacha, 

the French jardin familial, the Dutch Volkstuin and the Danish Kolonihave. Growing one’s own food in Russia is a 

long-established tradition, among the affluent and underprivileged alike. In Germany, according to the concept of 

granting, there is the kleingärten, the schrebergärten, kolonie, parzelle, armengärten, sozialgärten, arbeitergärten, 

rotkreuzgärten and eisenbahnergärten. Perhaps most noteworthy is the intercultural garden, a project of the 

German Association of International Gardens that aims to improve racial integration and promote intercultural 

interaction. Food in most cultures is the glue that binds families and communities.

The new Garden of Eden is a vision, a manifesto and provocation. It proposes the reintegration of cultivated land within 

an urban economical and ecological context, and the establishment of the city-dwelling farmer. Urban agriculture 

will result in food immediacy, nutrition, health benefits, job opportunities, incomes for urban poverty groups and 

provide a social safety net. Urban organic waste will be turned into an agricultural resource.

The five manifestos address how we might get from present to the proposed vision of the Garden of Eden:

ONE PRIZE (Mowing to Growing: Reinventing the American Lawn)

case study 1: The public park maintains a synergistic relationship with the city through its food and renewable energy production. Seventy per 
cent of the park is covered by an ‘arable carpet’, while maintaining a diverse ecosystem.
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Arable organic gardening fi elds 

Lychee hills

Lakes

Solar gardens + Virtual gardening

Sound gardens

Guangming Flower River

Plazas + Entrance to park

Art displays

Lawn patch

Light-wells for carpark

Circulation for pedestrians
+ cyclists

Bicycle stations + parking

Local subway + Express rail 

Proposed local subway station

Stairs connecting vegetable terraces
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1. SCENIC POSITIONS

The design positions farming within the city, taking advantage of beneficial adjacencies of programme and function.  

Urban solid waste and greywater are used as fertiliser and irrigation. Rooftops, windowsills, balconies and walls can 

be appropriated for the growth of edible crops, evoking the spirit of the World War II victory garden. To successfully 

foster societal cohesion, the public realm must be fully reclaimed – plazas, parks, waterfronts, boats, car parks and 

greyfield sites are all viable locations. The metrics of the Garden of Eden will be clearly manifest, growing before 

our eyes. 

Urban agriculture is not a new phenomenon; its popularity and adoption has waxed and waned over the millennia, 

from the recycling of urban wastes and qanat tunnel irrigation networks in Ancient Persia for agriculture, to the 

stepped cities and farming terraces of Machu Picchu that can be considered as a precursor to hydroponics. In a 

remarkably ambitious programme, gardening classes, literature, seeds, fertilizer and committees were organised, 

yielding over half a billion dollars worth of war-garden crops at the end of the First World War in America alone.

New housing developments in peri-urban areas can be planned to integrate farming at the scale of landscape 

incorporating water conservation and waste recycling componentsto dramatically reduce energy demand. With food 

production concentrated in urban and per-urban areas, agricultural land in outlying areas can be used for the 

growth of biofuels, without causing deforestation abroad.

case study 2: The urban regeneration strategy explores vertical densities in order to free up open space for agriculture. The hydroponically grown 
vegetable fields infiltrate the air space to shape a multi-layered green network for food production. 

case study 3: The disused harbour area is introduced a horinzontal regeneration strategy - a new landscaped carpet of arable fields to order a 
variety of urban environments and to take advantage of symbiotic sustainable polycultures. 
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2. THE PERPETUAL MOTION MACHINE

The solution that urban agriculture delivers, channeling urban waste back into farming which in turn feeds the cities 

creates a closed production cycle that is self-perpetuating. If one expands the commonly-received notion of wealth 

to include fresh air, green space, social inclusivity, community empowerment and good nutrition, the perpetual 

motion machine is here.

Urban agriculture provides a circular economy – the solid organic waste of city dwellers can be alchemically 

transformed via anaerobic digestion into gaseous energy and fertilizing digestate; grey and black-water from 

showers, sinks and gutters can be treated and re-channelled to irrigate our crops provided they are in close enough 

proximity. With the added ingredient of sunlight, we have food from a living grocery store to propel another cycle of 

the human perpetual motion machine.

The US is a nation built on agriculture, and it still exports more food than any other country. Yields are high relative 

to other countries, but 40-50% of food ready for harvest is never consumed. In order to keep the nation at the 

vanguard of food production, and to be a model that can be replicated worldwide, transferring food production 

towards the cities would save consumers and manufacturers tens of billions of dollars per year and keep wastage 

to a minimum.

3. CULTIVATING COMMUNITY

The global recession and ‘credit crunch’ must be seen as an opportunity as well as catastrophe, enabling society at 

large to realign itself with a grounded value system that repudiates rampant consumerism and exploitation.

In order to regain public and political confidence, design needs to offer intelligent solutions that focus on need and 

demonstrate added value. Beauty will not be judged purely through the lens aesthetic but also through the elegance 

of efficient arrangements and systems. 

The Garden of Eden introduces new programmatic functions to disused and forgotten sites within the city. As well 

as making use of idle locations, employment opportunities will also flower. The Garden of Eden programme comes 

with a host of fresh employment opportunities that is cross-sector and requires a range of skills in the renewable 

energy, recycling, agriculture, and construction and transportation industries. The business case for ‘greening’ the 

economy is robust. The notion that good design expedites efficiency with resultant increases in unemployment is 

fallacy. The logical corollary of improved efficiency is increased productivity. In this technologically advanced age we 

live in, there are grave shortages in food, shortages of basic living standards, shortages of education and literacy. 

There should be no shortages of jobs.

The panacea to a deleterious food industry is to replace damaging large-scale monoculture with larger numbers 

of smaller mutually supporting diverse permacultures. Communities share much in common with agriculture, and 

one can show the way forward for the other.
top: Lexicon of the Garden of Eden - the perpetual motion machine channels urban waste back into farming.
bottom:  The re-evaluation of the American ideal house and front lawn would result in local food production and a new landscape aesthetics.
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4. RISE OF THE ECO-WARRIORS

Today’s eco-warriors include scientists, politicians, entrepreneurs, financiers, celebrities and designers among 

their number. As the eco-warrior spirit has percolated down over the years from persecuted prophets to everyday 

members of society, there are two groups of unlikely players in the war for humanity – storytellers and farmers.

There has been a tidal shift in public awareness of unsustainable environmental practices, and this can be partly 

attributed to storytellers in the mass media. Science has provided us with the statistical proof that humanity is both 

perpetrator and victim of widespread environmental damage, but facts and figures are poor vehicles for galvanizing 

the electorate and grass roots action. Davis Guggenheim’s ‘An Inconvenient Truth’ documents Al Gore’s commitment 

to exposing the ‘planetary emergency’ that global warming represents, Robert Kenner’s ‘Food Inc.’ exposed the 

detrimental effect the food industry is causing to health, farmers’ livelihoods, and the environment. 

The second group of pivotal players are farmers, the individuals we have delegated to put food on our tables whilst we 

engage in more rarefied pursuits. In the Garden of Eden, with urban agriculture at the forefront, empowered farmers 

will take on a new instructional role, advising communities on how to best cultivate their crops. Bija Devi spearheads 

an international movement to conserve cereal, pulse, fruit and vegetable strains that are at risk of extinction from 

modern agricultural practices. Having established an extensive bank of indigenous seeds, Devi travels around India 

disseminating endangered crops and the ancestral knowledge to cultivate them, simultaneously insuring against 

climate change, soil infertility and disease, and preserving a rapidly disappearing cultural tradition.

Outside of the Garden of Eden, the remit of farmers will become broader. Trained and reinstated as custodians of the 

land, a new breed of professional farmer will husband energy, natural ecosystems and forestry, arbitrating between 

the need for carbon sequestration, wildlife habitats, raw timber material and biomass. Provenance will enter the 

public lexicon in relation to energy and manufactured materials as well as food.

case study 4: An elevated allotment system for a 
contaminated site.
(facing page) case study 5: The fertile river 
floodplains provide ideal conditions for growing 
vegatables and support rich biodiversity.  
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5. THE NEW AMERICAN DREAM 

Design is delivered by all, no longer the exclusive preserve of planners or architects. A designer’s greatest influence 

lies in the visualisation of an alternative reality that can be shared with society to overcome cultural bias and financial 

conservatism. The deep-rooted American ideal of the single-family detached house and automobile requires 

reevaluation in order to effect change. The notion of the compact city, which offers so many beneficial synergies, 

is at odds with the hegemony of the motorcar and picket-fence. Change has to be gradual, abetted by both new 

wireless technologies that permit remote correspondence and transactions and a modal shift in transportation such 

as that implemented in Curitiba.

The American ideal of the single-family detached house  (with front lawn) and automobile is deep-rooted but 

requires reevaluation in order to effect change. Wisteria Lane needs to be supplanted by a dream that is both leaner 

and more expansive, comforting but challenging. Architects and urban designers must finally convince, persuade, 

and cajole us into understanding that shared experience and pooled resources can offer an improved and viable 

model to individual self-sufficiency. The notion of the compact city, which offers so many beneficial synergies, is at 

odds with the hegemony of the motorcar and picket-fenced neighbourhood. Change has to be gradual, and will be 

abetted by both new wireless technologies that permit remote correspondence and transactions and a modal shift 

in transportation such as that implemented in Curitiba that will support physical interaction and societal cohesion.

The Garden of Eden mediates between, but does not homogenise, the rural and the urban. Green space and fresh 

air are injected into the city while a layered mixed live-work programme is introduced to the countryside, enabling 

universal access to open space and the requisite mod cons.

case study 6: Surrounded by circular tiers 
of sprawling crops, the campana structures 
provide a forum for intercultural food and 
dietary exchange celebrating global ethnic 
diversity.


